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Welcome to the Vänga moss!
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Vänga moss

to get hay for their animals. Some smaller parts 
of the moss close to Vänga village have also been 
used as meadows or fields.
A number of older ditches still remain. Peat 
has been has extracted in modern times for 
household use. There has been a watermill at 
Vänga for more than 300 years. The water level 
at the mill and Vänga pond have also affected 
the situation at Vänga moss to some extent. 
Gravel has been extracted from at least one of the 
firm ground islands. The gravel was transported 
across the moss in winter. The firm ground 
islands have names, which indicate that hay has 
been grown there. But they are now all covered 
by forest. Vänga moss has changed a lot in the 
last hundred years. From having been a more or 
less open moss, it is now more or less overgrown. 
  
Biology
The surface of the moss alternates between tufts 
and pits. The pits are filled with water. The 
vegetation is dominated by various types of sedge 

Welcome to the Vänga 
moss nature reserve!
Vänga moss (Vänga mosse) is a large 
and relatively untouched peat-filled 
moss. You can walk on footbridges 
across the moss. Visit the birdwatching 
tower, for a beautiful view of the 
moss. Some of the footbridges and 
birdwatching towers are accessible to 
people with special needs.

Geology
Vänga moss was once a glacier lake but has now 
become overgrown as a peat-filled moss. The 
peat layer averages 4 m thick and there is a sand 
and gravel bed underneath. The islands of solid 
ground in the moss consist of glacial moraine.

History
The oldest map we have of the moss dates from 
1646. The moss had the same extent as today. 
For a long time, people harvested the grass from 
water meadows on both sides of Säveån  River, 

at the edges, whereas bushes like blueberries 
and whortleberries dominate in the drier areas, 
where the moss rises above its surroundings. Bog 

myrtle, deergrass, sundew, cloudberry and yellow 
crossed leaf heath dominate the vegetation on
the tufts. The more unusual flora on the moss 
includes dwarf birch and wild rosemary.

Crane beside Säveån stream

It gets wetter beside Säveån. There are large areas 
containing bottle sedge etc.
A bog surrounds the entire moss, extending 
along Säveån and beside the old highway. The 
tree cover mainly consists of pine, silver birch 
and alder.
Herons, cranes and mallards like living beside 
the stream. Red-throated loons, mallards and 
goldeneyes nest beside Lomsjö lake. Several 
classic wetland birds used to be common on 
Vänga moss, such as golden plover, snipe, curlew, 
wood sandpiper and peewits. However many 
of these species have disappeared during the 
last 30 years. Isolated observations of golden 
plover are still made and snipes are are still 
relatively common. Forest birds such as the black 
grouse have become common instead. Recent 
observations of birds of prey such as honey 
buzzards and ordinary buzzards have been made 
recently.

Restoration 
Many species of birds have specialised in living 
on large open fens. Trees and bushes will be cut 
down and transported away from the moss in the 
coming years, to recreate a more open wetland.

In order to preserve the natural 
habitat, you are not allowed to do 
the following in the nature reserve:
• damage living or dead trees and bushes

• dig up plants

• make a fire anywhere except in the signposted  
  places

• camp on the firm ground islands

• use any motor vehicle

• set up signs, posters etc

• organise events of any kind without permission

For further information, please contact the administrators,  
Borås Stad, 501 80 Borås.
Telephone 033-35 74 00 E-mail tekniska@boras.se
Web site boras.se
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Production Borås kommuntryckeri
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How to get to Vänga moss!
Vänga moss is about 15 km north of the centre of 
Borås, close to Highway 42 at Vänga. The closest bus 
stops are Vänga church (Vänga kyrka) and Solgärdet, 
which is right beside the nature reserve. Vänga moss

Nature reserve in the City of Borås

You are welcome to visit the nature reserve all year round

Signs of peat cutting                     Peat was dried here in the old days  
                                                                                                                              

Birdwatching tower for people with special needs

Nature reserve Vänga moss (Vänga 
mosse) was formed 2010 and 
protects 237 ha.


